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Project Spotlight: Kitchen, Baths, and Closets for Modern Residence in Manhattan Beach, CA
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Fine Italian Cabinetry Helps Modern Beach
Residence Set Itself Apart

Location: Manhattan Beach, CA

Snaidero USA Los Angeles designer, Reba Sams collaborated with the developer of
this new construction estate on the 625 sq.ft. kitchen and the cabinetry for five baths,
a powder room, a laundry room, and four bedroom closets.
The modern architecture features white combined with a distinctive black detail finish
which carries over into the interiors. The cabinetry needed to integrate within this
motif while adding the warmer tones often desired in beach residences.

THE KITCHEN
Sitting in the middle of the main level floorplan, the kitchen offers a functional Ushaped layout with a 9 ft. floating island. It connects to the dining room through the
pantry alley on one side, and to the family room and outdoor pool area through a
breakfast bar on the opposite side.
Snaidero WAY cabinets in Jazz Oak melamine bring in the warm feel of wood and
an interesting visual pattern. This is balanced by the Arctic white used for island,
upper cabinets, and hood cabinet and the white quartz for countertops and
backsplash. Black fixtures complete the design, which stands out even at a
distance – from the pool deck area.

One of the tall cabinets needed to include a coffee machine, a warming drawer, and
a speed oven stacked on top of each other. The channel profile of the WAY
cabinetry was custom sized here to divide the appliances, creating an additional
detail.

BATHS, POWDER ROOM, AND CLOSETS
Three of the five bathrooms (including the master bath) feature the same streamlined
cabinetry style of the kitchen but this time in Apache Eucalyptus, another woodtextured finish that contributes a welcoming feel to modern spaces.
The other two bathrooms have Novello Libera+ vanities in white and black matte
lacquer to echo the design theme.
Demonstrating the attention put in every part of the home, the powder room stuns
with a sexy black and white palette punctuated by gold fixtures and a Noir Desir
laminam sink.

Completing the design are four minimalist yet spacious bedroom closets with sliding
doors. Shown finishes: Primofiore Canapa (doors) and Millerighe Perla (interior.)

Got a new project?
Contact our nearest showroom
for our design services and make your vision come to life.
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